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▶ Increasing share of RES (wind+solar) in power mix → New balancing
challenges due to their weather dependency

▶ Harmonization of imbalance markets (IBMs) remains poor at EU level
due to different balancing philosophies across countries (Vandezande et
al., 2010, 2009)

▶ Push towards an harmonized scheme based on reactive philosphy
(Belgian’s model)
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Introduction

Introduction

What are Imbalance markets?

▶ Ex-post market between TSOs (Transmission System Operators) and market
players (Balancing Responsible Parties, BRPs)

▶ Any imbalance (deviation from schedule) of a BRP is settled at imbalance price

▶ Imbalance prices are based on the price of reserve energy activated in order to
balance the system

According to EU legislation (EBGL , art 17): The general objective of imbalance
settlement is to ensure that balance responsible parties support the system’s balance
in an efficient way and to incentivise market participants in keeping and/or helping to
restore the system balance.

Belgium (reactive balancing philosophy) and France (proactive balancing
philosophy) rely on very different IBM designs:

BE: Single Marginal IBM vs FR: Dual weighted average IBM
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Research questions and contributions

Research questions and contributions

Is there an IBM design that appears better suited to engage BRPs in the
real-time balancing of the system?

Are reserve energy volumes similarly affected by RES integration in both
systems?

1. We propose an econometric comparative study of Belgium and French balancing
systems. It shows the greater ability of Belgian’s system to encourage BRPs to
actively participate to the real-time balancing of the system

2. We find that RES integration leads to similar effects on reserve energy volumes
by direction in Belgium and France

3. We provide a set of potential explanations to understand our result linking RES
integration and reserve energy activation dynamic
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▶ Short-term market design participates to reduce potential additional
needs for reserve due to RES integration (Hirth and Ziegenhagen, 2015;
Koch and Hirth, 2019; Ocker and Ehrhart, 2017)

▶ BRPs pratice passive imbalance (voluntary deviation from schedule) by
adjusting their position according to the level of the expected imbalance
(Koch and Maskos, 2019)

▶ IBM as a ”classical” market where imbalance level does not depend only
on random shock but reacts to imbalance prices (Eicke et al., 2021)
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IMB price arbitrage

IMB price arbitrage

▶ Comparison of IMB price with Day-Ahead price to understand in which direction
a BRP has an incentive to deviate from its schedule

▶ Financial variables mimic for each period what would have been the level of
reward/penalty in €/MWh for a BRP by direction

▶ It tells us if the preferred deviation (maximising BRP profit, if any) is in line
with system balancing needs
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Are reserve energy volumes similarly affected by RES integration in both
systems?

→ Are we observing the same dynamics between Upward and Downward needs and
between systems?

▶ Deman and Boucher (2023) point out an asymmetrical effect of RES on
upward and downward secondary reserve energy in France

▶ Increasing RES production tends to raise the likelihood of the Turkish
system to be long (Sirin and Yilmaz, 2020)

However similar patterns in another balancing philosophy context ?

Expectation 2: We expect an asymmetrical effect in France but we are
agnostic about effect on Belgium
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Data
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▶ Based on 2021 data (15 min for Belgium, 30 min for France, except DA prices
that are hourly data)

▶ Balancing energy corresponds to secondary and tertiary reserve energy volumes
activated

▶ Data sources: ODRé, RTE, ELIA, ENTSO-e
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Methodology

Methodology

▶ Stationnarity checks for all variables by performing ADF test including seasonal
and moment of the day dummies

▶ ARMAX modeling, consistent with previous works studying short term power
markets (Deman and Boucher, 2023; Hickey et al., 2012)

e
Research
question

Is there an IBM design that
appears better suited to engage
BRPs in the real-time balancing of
the system?

Are reserve energy volumes
similarly affected by RES
integration in both systems?

;
;
;
;
Specification
;
;
;
;

Main
controls

infra-hourly and seasonal dummies
System state dummy, load, nuclear, gas,
infra-hourly and seasonal dummies

Expectation

Superiority of Belgian’s design Asymmetric in France, agnostic in Belgium
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Is there a balancing system that appears better suited to deal with RES
integration in the real-time balancing of the system?

▶ Asymmetrical effect of RES
penetration on reserve energy
volumes activated by direction

▶ Persistent phenomenon across
countries...

▶ but greater magnitude in France

Expectation 2: Asymmetrical effect in both countries
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Discussion

Discussion

Why are we observing an asymmetrical effect of RES on upward and
downward reserve energy volumes ?

Potential roots of cause Potential cause Consequence

Physical limitation of
downward capacity on ID
market
or
Voluntary limitation of
downward capacity on ID
market

Lack of balancing oppor-
tunity on ID market

Asymmetrical effect when
RES share increases (more
downward volumes needed
and less upward volumes
needed)
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How ? By lowering entry barrier for demand participation

ELIA proposal: Consumer-Centric Market Design

”This requires putting demand on an equal footing with supply and releasing the
potential for flexibility by relaxing some of the current centralised market design

hurdles.” (ELIA white paper on CCMD, 2021)
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▶ Belgium imbalance market provides a much more appropriate framework
to enhance the integration of RES on balancing phase

▶ However RES penetration affects both systems in the same way by
asymmetrically modifying upward and downward balancing needs

▶ Magnitude of these effects is larger in France and could be explained by
the historically low involvement level of BRPs in real-time balancing of
the system due to weak financial incentives provided through IBM

▶ Intraday market failure could be at the root of this asymmetrical effect
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Future research

Future research

By identifying an asymmetrical effect of RES on reserve energy needs and proposing a
set of potentials explanations in order to explain such phenomenon, our work
highlights new issues for futures works:

▶ Analysis of Intraday liquidity in different RES penetration regimes

▶ How the asymmetrical effect is evolving through years and Intraday market
developments?

▶ Is this asymmetrical effect also observed in other balancing areas ?

However our work still suffers from some limitations:

▶ Robustness of our results still need to be assessed by testing others
specifications (ARMA terms, control variables), persistent auto correlation

▶ Test the potential non-linear relationship between RES penetration and reserve
energy through more sophisticated models
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